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Limited abilities to localize sound sources and other reduced spatial hearing capabilities remain a

largely unsolved issue in hearing devices like hearing aids or hear-through headphones. Hence, the

impact of the microphone location, signal bandwidth, different equalization approaches, as well as

processing delays in superposition with direct sound leaking through a vent was addressed in this

study. A localization experiment was performed with normal-hearing subjects using individual

binaural synthesis to separately assess the above-mentioned potential limiting issues for localization

in the horizontal and vertical plane with linear hearing devices. To this end, listening through

hearing devices was simulated utilizing transfer functions for six different microphone locations,

measured both individually and on a dummy head. Results show that the microphone location is the

governing factor for localization abilities with linear hearing devices, and non-optimal microphone

locations have a disruptive influence on localization in the vertical domain, and an effect on lateral

sound localization. Processing delays cause additional detrimental effects for lateral sound localiza-

tion; and diffuse-field equalization to the open-ear response leads to better localization performance

than free-field equalization. Stimuli derived from dummy head measurements are unsuited for

evaluating individual localization abilities with a hearing device.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The limited ability to localize sound sources remains an

unsolved issue in hearing aids and related devices for normal-

hearing users. That is, hearing aids often impose additional

sound localization difficulties for hearing impaired subjects, or

in the best case provide no benefit in this respect (Akeroyd and

Whitmer, 2016; Kollmeier and Kiessling, 2018). An impair-

ment of spatial hearing due to wearing a hearing device is

even more critical for the acceptance of devices targeted to

normal-hearing users, like hear-through headphones or elec-

tronic hearing protectors (H€arm€a et al., 2004; Hoffmann

et al., 2014; Killion et al., 2011; Marentakis and Liepins,

2014; Tikander, 2009).

The limitation of sound localization abilities with hear-

ing devices results from an insufficient conservation of direc-

tional cues that are usually created by sound transmission

through the open ear. These cues are described by the Head-

Related Transfer Function (HRTF) and include both interau-

ral time (ITD) and interaural level (ILD) cues as well as

monaural spectral cues. Whereas the interaural cues are

mostly exploited for lateral (i.e., left-right) localization, mon-

aural spectral cues as well as time-variation of binaural cues

originating from head movements are exploited to determine

the vertical position of a sound source, which includes the

discrimination of the front and rear hemisphere in the hori-

zontal plane (Blauert, 1997). A principal limitation on how

well directional cues can be conserved is imposed by the

directional information captured by the device microphone(s)

depending on their location. Other potential sources of inac-

curacies are the algorithms operating on the device, the proc-

essing delay, and the reproduction bandwidth (Akeroyd and

Whitmer, 2016; Byrne and Noble, 1998; Denk et al., 2018b).

The detrimental effects of hearing devices on sound

localization have been assessed mostly by having subjects

localize free-field sound sources while wearing hearing devi-

ces (Best et al., 2010; Brungart et al., 2003; Brungart et al.,
2007; Byrne and Noble, 1998; D’Angelo et al., 2001;

Hoffmann et al., 2014; Van den Bogaert et al., 2006; Van

den Bogaert et al., 2011). While very realistic results can be

obtained in such experiments, it is hard to determine at what

stage which cue is distorted and how this affects sound local-

ization. In the present work, we used individual binaural syn-

thesis (Møller, 1992) to separate and quantify the influence

of the separate stages in a hearing device processing chain

on sound localization. To this end, stimuli that resembled

listening through simulated hearing devices, where the sepa-

rate (detrimental) aspects could be turned on and off freely,

were presented over headphones. We thereby made use of

HRTFs that have been measured at the microphone locations

of several device styles in individual subjects (Denk et al.,
2018a). Normal-hearing subjects were employed here to

assess the principal limitations on sound localization when

listening with hearing devices, independent on additional

difficulties through a hearing impairment (Noble et al.,
1997). Localization performance was assessed for the full

horizontal and median planes in separate experiments to

assess effects on both lateral and vertical sound localization.

The first stage in the hearing device where directional

cues can be distorted is the sound pickup at a non-optimal

microphone location. To study the isolated effect of thea)Electronic mail: florian.denk@uni-oldenburg.de
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microphone location, stimuli were convolved with the indi-

vidual HRTF to the hearing device microphone, which was

individually equalized against the HRTF to the eardrum of

the open ear (open-ear HRTF). This is the best possible lis-

tening condition based on the hearing device microphone

signal. The tested microphone locations covered the whole

range of devices in use today, from optimum locations in the

ear canal over various locations in the cavum conchae to a

microphone behind the ear. The impact of the microphone

location in isolation has been previously studied in the con-

text of vertical localization by means of computational mod-

els (Denk et al., 2018b; Durin et al., 2014). There, a strong

detrimental effect of the microphone position was observed,

which, however, has not yet been verified in listening tests.

In free-field localization experiments with hearing aids, only

small effects of the microphone location have been found

(Best et al., 2010; Jensen et al., 2013; Van den Bogaert

et al., 2011; Brungart et al., 2003). To assess the influence of

a restricted bandwidth as in many concurrent devices, the

equalized HRTFs were also low-pass filtered at 8 kHz. For

vertical localization, previous model studies predicted a gen-

erally poorer performance with low-pass stimuli, and smaller

differences between microphone locations (Durin et al.,
2014). Furthermore, we compared equalization to the open-

ear response for frontal against diffuse-field incidence. While

our previous work demonstrated that diffuse-field equalization

minimizes the spectral differences against the open-ear HRTF

(Denk et al., 2018a), the impact on localization is unclear.

The effect of a processing delay was assessed by simulat-

ing the superposition of the hearing device output and an acous-

tic leakage component that directly enters the ear canal through

a vent. We chose a delay of 6 ms, which is in the typical range

for relevant hearing devices and causes a perceivable distur-

bance (Groth and Søndergaard, 2004; Stone et al., 2008). Since

the virtual hearing devices were targeted for normal-hearing

subjects, the device output was filtered in a way that the super-

position of both sound components approximates the open-ear

HRTF (Denk et al., 2018d). Note that this condition does not

include compression or synchronization artifacts, i.e., the same

constant delay was present at both sides without variations.

Also, the processing is restricted to a linear filtering operation.

While this is realistic for many devices targeted to normal-

hearing users, this condition does not account for the effect of

the non-linear processing in most modern hearing aids.

Furthermore, localization performance was assessed

where the appropriate HRTFs were measured on a KEMAR

to study to what extent such psychophysical studies require

the use of individually measured hearing device HRTFs. To

the authors’ best knowledge, this aspect has not been studied

before.

For the isolated effect of the microphone location, we

expect an impairment of localization mostly in the vertical

domain, since positioning the microphone away from the ear

canal results most prominently in a bias of spectral direc-

tional cues (Denk et al., 2018b; Durin et al., 2014). Based on

previous data discussed above (Best et al., 2010; Van den

Bogaert et al., 2011), we expect no influence of the micro-

phone location on lateral localization. Given that the proc-

essing delay could potentially disrupt ITD cues, we expect a

detrimental effect on lateral localization, but no detrimental

effect for vertical sound localization.

II. METHODS

A. Outline

The subjects localized sound sources while sitting inside

an anechoic chamber with a visible array of loudspeakers at

the positions of the sound sources (see Fig. 1). The main part

of the experiment included stimuli presented over head-

phones after convolution with appropriate HRTFs, referred

to as virtual stimuli. These stimuli simulated listening

through idealized linear hearing devices, where the effects of

microphone position, bandwidth, a vent, and processing

delays were assessed. For training purposes, the subjects

also localized free-field stimuli presented over the loud-

speakers. Individual HRTFs had been measured using the

very loudspeaker system utilized for free-field sound presen-

tation (Denk et al., 2018a). When conducting the virtual

localization trials, the subjects were not informed that only

the headphones were used for playback.

Localization performance in the median and horizontal

plane was assessed in separate experiments. In the median

plane, elevations between �30� and 90� with a uniform spacing

of 15� both in the front and rear hemisphere were used, adding

up to 17 incidence directions. The horizontal plane experiment

included 24 directions with a uniform spacing of 15�.

B. Apparatus

The study was conducted in the Oldenburg VR-Lab,

which is an anechoic chamber featuring a 94 channel three-

dimensional array of Genelec 8030 loudspeakers with

a distance varying between 2.5 and 3 m from the center

point. Figure 1 shows a subject seated in the chamber while

conducting the experiment. Thirty-nine loudspeakers were

utilized for free-field sound presentation and uniquely

labelled; the loudspeakers directly in front and behind the

subject were included in both the horizontal and median

FIG. 1. (Color online) Subject participating in the experiment. The loud-

speakers are labelled using a white sticker at the bottom. Note that in the hori-

zontal plane, only every other installed loudspeaker (with white label) is used.
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plane. The loudspeakers were individually equalized such

that their pseudo-anechoic frequency response (reflections

from the other loudspeakers windowed out; Denk et al.,
2018c) was flat between 80 Hz and 18 kHz.

Virtual stimuli were presented from open-coupling

Sennheiser HD650 headphones, driven by a Lake People

G-103P amplifier. The headphones were individually equal-

ized to produce a flat frequency response at the eardrum to

avoid a double influence of the ear canal, based on individ-

ual Headphone Transfer Function (HpTF) measurements

that had been conducted with the HRTF measurements. To

this end, the HpTF to the eardrum was estimated by trans-

forming the HpTF measured at the blocked ear canal

entrance by the transfer function between that location and

the eardrum obtained in free-field measurements, assuming

that the headphones are free-field equivalent coupling

(Møller et al., 1995).

The subjects indicated the perceived incidence direc-

tion by clicking buttons on a Graphical User Interface

(GUI) that depicted the labelled loudspeakers, which

means the responses were restricted to the actual loud-

speaker locations. Different GUIs were utilized for the sep-

arate horizontal and median plane localization tasks. The

GUI was displayed on a handheld tablet with a 10 in.

touchscreen (see in Fig. 1, median plane GUI displayed).

After clicking a response button and a pause that lasted

randomly between 1.5 and 2.5 s, the next stimulus was

presented automatically. By means of a headtracker

(Pohlemus Patriot) we ensured that before stimulus play-

back the subject’s head was centered in the loudspeaker

array and oriented towards the front. If the position

exceeded the tolerance of 5� or 5 cm in either degree of

freedom, a message was displayed, and the experiment

halted until the position was restored.

C. Listeners and individual HRTFs

Eleven normal-hearing subjects (including one of the

authors, age 29.8 6 4.6, five females) participated in the

study after giving written informed consent. HRTFs had

been measured individually for all subjects at the eardrum

and locations in the ear corresponding to microphone loca-

tions of a range of hearing devices, including the blocked

ear canal entrance. Also, the individual HpTF had been

measured at the blocked ear canal entrance. The dataset is

publicly available (Denk et al., 2018a).

HRTFs had been measured using the installed loud-

speaker system for all directions of interest except those at

elevations 615, þ45, and þ75� in the median plane. There,

HRTFs were computed by linear interpolation in magnitude

and phase separately between the next neighbor locations in

the median plane (Nishino et al., 1999). For the locations at

615�, the symmetric distance to the next neighbors was 5�

(interpolation between the HRTFs at 610� and 620�), for

the others 15� (Interpolation between 30� and 60� for 45�,
and between 60� and 90� for 75�). In a model evaluation, the

directional resolution of the measurements was proven to be

sufficient (Denk et al., 2018b).

D. Listening conditions and stimuli

Linear hearing devices were simulated aiming for

acoustic transparency, i.e., adjusted to approximate the

open-ear HRTF as well as possible. A subset of six hearing

device microphone locations from the available database

was used, for more details and an image of the microphone

locations in the ear, the reader is referred to Denk et al.
(2018a). The order below reflects their approximate distance

from the eardrum.

• ECEbl: Blocked ear canal entrance. Ideal recording point,

equivalent to microphones of in-the-canal devices. This

point is also referred to as the reference location in the

following.
• InsertHP: microphones placed on small insert headphones

(Sennheiser CX200).
• ITEind: microphones placed on an earmould filling the

concha bottom completely, one near the ear canal entrance

(ITEind_Entr), and one in the rear part of the cavum con-

chae (ITEind_Concha).
• ITEgen: microphone placed on a generic ITE device, near

the ear canal entrance (ITEgen_Entr in the database).
• BTE: microphone on a Behind-The-Ear hearing aid dummy.

For this study, we chose the middle microphone (BTE_mid)

from the database.

Different processing schemes resembling different lis-

tening conditions based on the hearing device HRTFs were

employed. The basic scheme for the calculations is shown in

Fig. 2, and the individual processing schemes are described

in detail below:

FIG. 2. (Color online) Signal flow for equalizing the hearing device HRTFs

(right side, processing schemes DFeq and FFeq, curves show DFeq) and

simulating linear hearing device processing with delay (left, processing

schemes HA1 and HA2, curves show HA2).
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• DFeq: Diffuse-field equalization against the eardrum-

HRTF. The HRTF at the appropriate microphone location

was transformed for each subject by the individual diffuse-

field transfer function between the appropriate microphone

location and the eardrum (cf. individual diffuse-field

Target Response Correction Function in Denk et al.
(2018a).

• DFeq-LP: As DFeq, but with a low-pass filter at 8 kHz

(8th order Butterworth) applied to the resulting HRTF.
• FFeq: As DFeq, but utilizing the appropriate free-field

correction function, i.e., the transfer function between the

appropriate microphone location and the eardrum for frontal

incidence.
• HA1: Simulated hearing device processing with a leakage

component: The hearing device output is adapted such

that the diffuse-field equalized HRTF is approximated; see

Fig. 2. The sound reaching the eardrum includes a leakage

component, simulated by the individual open-ear HRTF

filtered with a high-shelving filter (2nd order, cut-off

frequency 2.5 kHz, high-frequency attenuation 25 dB). An

output filter for the hearing device was calculated using a

least-squares design that exploits knowledge of the leak-

age component, as proposed in Denk et al. (2018d). The

design method results in a reduction of hearing device

output in frequency regions where the direct sound com-

ponent is sufficient to produce the desired frequency

response at the eardrum, leading to a reduction of comb

filter effects. The hearing device output had a delay of 6

ms with respect to the direct sound component, and

included a second-order high-pass filter (2nd order

Butterworth) at 500 Hz to account for the vent effect.
• HA2: Simulated alternative hearing aid processing with a

leakage component: The same acoustic parameters and

filter design method as in HA1, but where the leakage

component was not considered in the output filter design.

In consequence, the leakage component and the device

output superimpose in a broader frequency range and

generate more comb filter artifacts.

Whereas, generally, individual HRTFs were employed

to generate the stimuli, the diffuse-field equalized hearing

device HRTFs were also computed with HRTFs measured in

a KEMAR ear at the appropriate microphone locations.

They are implemented to assess the influence of using

KEMAR-derived HRTFs for evaluating sound localization

with such devices as compared to individual HRTFs. For

simplicity, they are treated as further processing schemes:

• DFeq-KEMAR: As DFeq, but taking the HRTF of the

KEMAR mannequin.
• DFeq-LP-KEMAR: As DFeq-LP, but taking the HRTF of

the KEMAR mannequin.

The conditions included in the localization experiments

consist of combinations of microphone locations and proc-

essing schemes as listed in Table I. While localization was

tested for all microphone locations in the DFeq processing,

the different processing schemes were tested only with a

subset of microphone locations, namely, ECEbl (perfect spa-

tial cues), ITEind_Entr (disturbed cues), and BTE (highly

disturbed cues, no pinna effects). The effect of low-pass

filtering the stimulus was only tested in the median plane

experiment, since no effect on lateral localization is

expected. Note that for the ECEbl location, diffuse-field and

free-field equalization functions are identical (Denk et al.,
2018a), and thus the results of ECEbl-DFeq were copied to

ECEbl-FFeq for clarity.

Every incidence direction was presented once to each

subject, except in the ECEbl-DFeq (reference) condition.

There, each incidence direction was repeated three times to

provide a larger portion of well-localizable stimuli, as well

as being able to assess the performance with the same accu-

racy as in the training sessions (see Sec. II E). The number of

stimuli amount to 456 for the horizontal plane experiment

and 476 for the median plane experiment. While the horizon-

tal plane includes more directions, a higher number of condi-

tions was included in the median plane experiment (leading

to 28 presentations of each direction) as compared to the

horizontal plane (19 presentations of each direction).

The stimulus was a series of two white noise bursts

(frequency range from 80 Hz to 18 kHz) with individual

lengths of 150 ms including 10-ms cosine ramps, separated

by 40 ms silence. The short length was chosen to avoid per-

ceivable effects of head motion with the static synthesis, and

two bursts were presented to improve the perception of

temporal cues (Blauert, 1997). The level was 60 dB SPL

62 dB random variation referenced to the free field.

E. Procedure

Each subject participated in three experimental sessions.

First, they underwent a training session with ten runs, five runs

for each the median and horizontal localization task. In each

run, every incidence direction was presented in random order

3 and 2 times for the median and horizontal plane, respec-

tively, to get a similar number of trials. The first two runs in

each plane task were free- field presentations. Subsequently,

three runs of virtual presentations were performed where the

HRTF at the ear canal entrance (diffuse-field equalized, see

Sec. II D) was used, which is the reference condition in virtual

presentation. The horizontal and median plane localization

runs were performed in subsequent blocks, with the order of

these blocks randomized.

The two other sessions included the main experiments

for horizontal and median plane localization separately, in

randomized session order. Each of these sessions started

with one run of free-field presentation, followed by one

training run of virtual presentation with the reference condi-

tion. Then followed the main experiment, where all test con-

ditions (see Sec. II D) were interleaved and presented in

randomized order. After each 80 stimuli, the subjects had the

opportunity to take a break, and the experiment was contin-

ued upon their notification. Only the data from the main

experiment is evaluated in the following. Feedback about the

response, i.e., showing the correct incidence direction by

button markup, was provided in the training runs but not in

the main experiment. The individual sessions lasted between

60 and 90 min, depending on the subject.
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F. Data analysis and error metrics

For the evaluation, the interaural polar coordinate system

was used. It is composed of the lateral angle a 2 ½�90�; 90��,
which denotes the lateral displacement from the median

plane (negative values indicating the left-hand hemisphere).

The polar angle b 2 ½�90�; 270�½ describes the position

inside a sagittal plane—for the median plane, 0� denotes

frontal, 90� above, and 180� rear incidence.

Two different error metrics were used for the horizontal

and median plane experiments independently. Generally, two

different metrics were employed to separate small localization

errors from gross errors, such as front-back confusions

(Carlile et al., 1997). For all metrics, the result for each sub-

ject was calculated for each condition independently, i.e., a

combination of microphone location and processing scheme.

Lateral sound localization was assessed using the lateral error

in the horizontal plane experiment. It is defined as the root-

mean-square error between presentation and response lateral

angles, with possible front/back errors disregarded. Vertical

sound localization was assessed using the rate of front-back

confusions from the horizontal plane experiment, as well as

the local polar error and the quadrant errors based on the

median plane experiment. The local polar error is defined as

the root-mean-square error angular difference between presen-

tation and response polar angle; where responses with an

absolute error �90� were excluded. Contrarily, the quadrant

error is defined as the percentage of responses where the devi-

ation to the presented incidence was �90� (Middlebrooks,

1999). Whereas the local polar error measures the perfor-

mance for fine localization, the quadrant error indicates the

ability to perform coarse localization, similar to front-back

confusions in the horizontal plane.

The data from subjects were excluded from further anal-

ysis if their localization performance with the reference con-

dition in the main experiment was very poor, which would

indicate either poor concentration or general spatial hearing

deficits. The exclusion boundaries were defined based on the

present free-field localization performance as: Lateral error

>15�, front-back confusions >25%, local polar error >50�,
and quadrant errors >8%. Local and quadrant polar errors

are codependent, therefore data from subjects who exceeded

the exclusion boundary in either metric were excluded from

both metrics. Contrarily, for lateral errors and front-back

confusions the exclusion was made independently.

III. RESULTS & ANALYSIS

A. HRTFs and interaural cues

Sample HRTFs of one subject are depicted in Fig. 3 for

three incidence directions in the median plane. In all panels,

the top curve (ECEbl, DFeq) is the reference HRTF. Up to

TABLE I. Conditions presented in the experiment, marked by “M” if included in the median plane, and “H” if included in the horizontal plane localization

experiment (see Sec. II E). Every incidence direction was presented once to each subject, except in the ECEbl-DFeq (reference) condition, where each direc-

tion was repeated three times.

Microphone Location

ECEbl InsertHP ITEind Entr ITEind Concha ITEgen BTE

Ear canal entrance Insert earphone

Individal in-the-ear

device

Individal

in-the-ear device

Generic in-the-ear

device

Behind-the-ear

device

DFeq diffuse-field

equalized

H M (3x) H M H M H M H M H M

FFeq free-field

equalized

H M H M

DFeq-LP low-pass M M M M M M

Processing Scheme

HA1 Processing

w. delay and comb-

filter reduction

H M H M H M

HA2 Processing

w. delay

H M H M H M

DFeq- KEMAR H M H M H M

DFeq-LP-KEMAR M M M

FIG. 3. (Color online) Sample HRTFs, left ear of VP_E1 (22 Hz resolution).

Three incidence directions from the median plane are shown in the individ-

ual panels, colors indicate different combinations of microphone location

and processing. Individual curves were shifted by 10 dB for better display.

See Table I for an explanation of the conditions.
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about 4 kHz, all HRTFs capture the coarse features of the

reference well. Distinct differences are evident for the

equalized HRTFs obtained at the ITEind_Entr and BTE

microphone locations. The effect of free-field versus diffuse-

field equalization is shown for the ITEind_Entr location. As

compared to diffuse-field equalization, free-field equaliza-

tion results in a smaller difference to the ECEbl-HRTF for

frontal incidence, but a larger deviation at other incidence

directions. Generally, the direction-dependent deviation to

the reference HRTF is larger for the BTE than for the

ITEind_Entr (Denk et al., 2018b).

The effect of hearing device delay is shown for the

ECEbl microphone location in the two curves at the bottom

(HA1 versus HA2). While both curves match the reference

HRTF in the coarse shape, the delay leads to comb filtering

effects visible here as spectral ripple. Above 2.5 kHz, the rip-

ple declines for both conditions as a result of the attenuation

of the leakage component. The filter design used in HA1

additionally results in a reduction of the spectral ripple in the

low frequencies compared to HA2 (Denk et al., 2018d).

Figure 4 shows the interaural cues (ILD and ITD) for

four sample conditions in subject VP_E1. The spectral

power and unwrapped phase of the resulting HRTFs were

smoothed independently to auditory resolution of one ERB

(Breebart and Kohlrausch, 2001) prior to calculating the

interaural transfer function, out of which ILD and ITD were

calculated for the indicated frequencies (Blauert, 1997; Katz

and Noisternig, 2014). The broadband ILD was calculated

by taking the broadband energy ratio between the HRTFs at

both ears.

For the diffuse-field equalized ITEind_Entr HRTF, no

considerable differences to the reference HRTF (ECEbl) are

observed at the assessed frequencies in ITD. For the ILD,

small differences are seen for the 8 kHz curve, but not at

1 kHz or in the broadband ILD. At the BTE microphone

location with the same processing, differences become

apparent in all curves, but more pronounced for the ILD.

The differences are larger at high frequencies or in the

broadband case and at incidence angles around 690�.
With the hearing device processing (here HA2), no ILD

distortions are apparent. However, large ITD distortions up to

several milliseconds appear, most distinct for 1 kHz but also

visible at the other frequencies. This corresponds well to the

frequency range where the leakage component and the device

output have similar amplitudes (cf., Figs. 2 and 3). It should be

noted that the oscillating shape of the curves is not an artefact

of a wrapping problem, since the increments are not multiples

of the appropriate period length. The behaviour probably origi-

nates from a variation of the superposition of the two delayed

sound sources (leakage vs hearing device output) across inci-

dence directions that differs between the sides.

B. Localization accuracy with virtual stimuli

Most subjects were able to localize the virtual stimuli in

the reference condition with comparable accuracy as the free-

field stimuli in the training sessions. They also reported a good

externalization of sounds in all experimental sessions, which

together indicates a satisfactory quality of the binaural repro-

duction system and the validity of the reference condition.

The exclusion criteria led to discarding the data of two

subjects for the vertical localization metrics, as well as two

from the front-back confusions (in both cases VP_E9 and

VP_E13). In consequence, all further evaluation includes

data from 11 subjects for the lateral error and 9 subjects for

the other metrics.

C. Lateral localization

Figure 5 shows the lateral errors (see Sec. II F) in the

horizontal plane experiment. Within each processing

scheme, the best performance is observed with the reference

condition (ECEbl-DFeq). An influence of the microphone

location is evident, independent of the processing scheme.

For each processing scheme, the lateral error generally

increases with the pre-sorting according to the distance of

the microphone location from the eardrum (left to right).

The variance between subjects in the reference condi-

tion is usually smaller as compared to all other conditions

(also in the other error metrics; see Figs. 6 and 7). This is

mostly an artefact of a varying number of samples in the dif-

ferent conditions: Each incidence direction was presented

three times in the reference condition but only once in the

other conditions, while the error scores for one subject were

calculated over all presentations in each condition. We veri-

fied that if each set of all possible incidence directions was

evaluated independently in the reference condition, the vari-

ance between subjects would increase to a similar value as in

the other conditions.

FIG. 4. (Color online) ITD (upper panel) and ILD (lower panel) in the hori-

zontal plane for four sample conditions as indicated by the line color, data

from subject VP_E1. See Table I for an explanation of the conditions.
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A one-way repeated measures analysis of variance

(rmANOVA) for the six microphone locations within DFeq

revealed a statistically significant main effect [F(1,5)¼ 2.93,

p¼ 0.021], but no significant post hoc effects between micro-

phone locations (assessed by multiple pair-wise t-tests with

Bonferroni correction). Nevertheless, a clear trend was observed

with the medians differing up to 3.5� (or 40% with respect to

the reference condition) between microphone conditions. The

lateral error with the individual HRTF observed at the BTE and

ITEgen locations is in the range of the lateral error observed

with the HRTF of the KEMAR at the ECEbl location.

Furthermore, a two-way rmANOVA was performed

with the factors processing scheme and microphone location

(only considering ECEbl, ITEind_Entr and BTE, assessed in

all processing schemes). Again, there was a significant effect

of the location [F(2,2)¼ 12.27, p¼ 0.0003]. Although the

processing scheme was a significant factor [F(2,4)¼ 4.24,

p¼ 0.0059], the post hoc test revealed that significant differ-

ences only occur when comparing with the KEMAR HRTFs.

Specifically, no significant difference was noted between the

equalized HRTFs and the conditions including a processing

delay (HA1, HA2). However, especially for the ECEbl, there

is a trend that the lateral error is increased in the HA condi-

tions (as compared to DFeq) by about 2� or 25% with respect

to the reference condition.

The results for localization using the KEMAR HRTF

deviate considerably from those with individual HRTFs. The

errors are generally larger, and the ranking of microphone

locations changed—the lateral error is (not significantly)

smaller with the ITEind_Entr location than with the ECEbl.

D. Front-back confusions in the horizontal plane

Figure 6 shows the percentage of front-back confusions

(see Sec. II F) in the horizontal plane experiment. For compari-

son, the confusion rate for chance (i.e., random guessing) is plot-

ted. Again, the best result is observed for the reference condition

(ECEbl-DFeq); all other conditions lead to worse performance.

As for the lateral errors, an effect of the microphone

location is evident independent of the processing scheme,

with a ranking of microphone locations that corresponds

well to the pre-sorting with increasing distance from the

FIG. 5. (Color online) Lateral errors

from the horizontal plane localization

experiment. Boxes indicate the distri-

bution of results across all subjects, the

horizontal bar denotes the median,

thick vertical lines the 25%–75%

quantiles, thin lines the whole data

range excluding outliers, which are

denoted by crosses. The color indicates

the microphone location, whereas the

position on the x axes indicates the

processing scheme. See Table I for an

explanation of the conditions. Stars

above horizontal brackets indicate sig-

nificant post hoc differences between

the connected conditions, *: p< 0.05;

**: p< 0.01, ***: p< 0.001. Post hoc
significances are only shown for

effects between microphone locations,

see text for further details.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Front-back con-

fusions from the horizontal plane

localization experiment. The dotted

horizontal line indicates the result for

chance. All other details per Fig. 5.
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eardrum (left to right). The medians of the front-back con-

fusion rates obtained with the BTE are very close to

chance. A one-way rmANOVA applied to the individual

microphone locations for DFeq revealed a significant main

effect [F(1,5)¼ 25.96, p< 0.0001] and significant post hoc
differences as shown in Fig. 6. This included significant

differences between the BTE and all other locations, as

well as between the ECEbl and the ITEind_Entr and the

ITEgen.

Again, a two-way rmANOVA was performed with the

factors processing scheme and microphone location (only

considering ECEbl, ITEind_Entr, and BTE). Significant

main effects of processing scheme [F(2,4)¼ 6.66, p
¼ 0.0005] and microphone location [F(2,2)¼ 94.68, p
< 0.0001] as well as a significant interaction [F(2,8)¼ 3.40,

p¼ 0.0026] were found. The post hoc differences between

individual conditions are shown in Fig. 6, which include

mostly differences between microphone locations within the

individual processing schemes. Between the processing

schemes, the only significant differences included compari-

sons with the KEMAR HRTF. This means that there was no

significant difference between free-and diffuse field equali-

zation and the HA conditions, nor a considerable trend. For

the ITE_Entr and BTE locations, free-field equalization led

to less front-to-back and more back-to-front confusions as

compared to diffuse-field equalization.1 However, the abso-

lute rate of confusions was not affected.

For localization using the HRTFs obtained in the

KEMAR, the ranking of microphone locations is consistent

with the results of individual HRTFs. However, the differ-

ences between microphone locations are much smaller than

with the individual HRTFs due to an increase of front-back

confusions for the ECEbl and ITEind_Entr while the rate

stays constant at chance for the BTE.

E. Localization in the median plane

Both error metrics summarizing the results from the

median plane experiment are shown in Fig. 7. For compari-

son, the appropriate errors for chance (random guessing) are

shown. As in the horizontal plane experiment, the lowest

localization error is observed with the reference HRTF

(ECEbl-DFeq), all other conditions lead to increased errors.

For the local polar error, the microphone location is

again the governing factor for most processing schemes, and

the pre-sorting with increasing distance from the eardrum

(left to right) reflects well the localization results. Within the

diffuse-field equalized (DFeq) microphone locations, a one-

way rmANOVA revealed a significant effect of the micro-

phone location [F(1,5)¼ 6.83, p¼ 0.0001]. Post hoc analysis

showed that the local polar error in the BTE is significantly

different to the ECEbl, InsertHP, and ITEind. Also, signifi-

cant differences are observed between the InsertHP and the

ITEgen location (see also Fig. 7). The median result with

FIG. 7. (Color online) Localization errors for the median plane localization experiment: Top: Local polar error, Bottom: Polar quadrant errors. Dotted horizon-

tal lines denote the errors for chance. All other details per Fig. 5.
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the InsertHP is very close to the ECEbl; however, at this

microphone location a large variance between subjects is

observed, with an error corresponding to chance for some

subjects. The differences between microphone locations are

lower in the low-pass condition (DFeq-LP), with but

increased errors in all locations but ITEind Concha.

A two-way rmANOVA with the factors microphone

location (only ECEbl, ITEind_Entr, and BTE) and process-

ing scheme showed a significant main effect of both factors

[location: F(2,2)¼ 28.51, p< 0.0001, processing scheme:

F(2,6)¼ 7.72, p< 0.0001], but no significant interaction

[F(2,12)¼ 1.12, p¼ 0.35]. The post hoc-test showed that

significant differences between processing schemes are only

observed in comparisons involving KEMAR conditions,

except for a significant difference between DFeq and DFeq-

LP for the ECEbl microphone location. No significant differ-

ence between the equalized HRTFs and the HA conditions,

nor between the HA conditions, was observed. Within the

ECEbl location, the polar error is slightly increased in the

HA conditions, more pronounced in HA1. Within some

processing schemes, significant differences between micro-

phone locations were noted (as plotted in Fig. 7).

For the polar quadrant errors, similar trends can be

observed. Comparing the diffuse-field equalized (DFeq)

HRTFs, the ECEbl has the smallest error, while at all other

locations the errors are comparable in size. There, a one-way

rmANOVA revealed a significant main effect [F(1,5)¼ 13.20,

p< 0.0001] and similar post hoc differences as for the local

polar error as shown in Fig. 7. In this error metric, smaller

differences between microphone locations are observed in the

low-pass condition. There, the polar quadrant error increases

for the ECEbl, InsertHP, and ITEind, but decreases for the

other locations. For the FFeq and HA processing schemes, the

trend is similar to the DFeq: the results for the BTE micro-

phone location is always very comparable and near chance,

but differ considerably from the ECEbl. The results for

ITEind_Entr are in between, with an increased error compared

to ECEbl. A two-way rmANOVA and post hoc analysis analo-

gous to the evaluation of local polar errors revealed significant

main effects [location: F(2,2)¼ 35.72, p< 0.0001; processing

scheme: F(2,6)¼ 7.76, p< 0.0001] as well as a significant

interaction [F(2,12)¼ 9.04, p< 0.0001]. Significant post
hoc differences were noted between the ECEbl and BTE for

the FFeq and HA processing schemes, and significances

between ECEbl and ITEind_Entr for most processing

schemes. Between processing schemes, no significant differ-

ences were found, except when comparing to KEMAR con-

ditions. Although there is a trend that the quadrant errors

with the HA conditions were increased as compared to the

equalized HRTFs, this effect did not reach significance.

For localization with the KEMAR HRTFs, the micro-

phone location is irrelevant and both error metrics are at

or near chance. This observation does not change in the

low-pass condition.

Figure 8 shows the confusion matrices (i.e., angle-

resolved scatter plot for responses over presentations) for all

subjects and a subset of conditions. The error metrics from

Fig. 7 are not sufficient to fully describe the localization

disruptions. For instance, in the low-pass condition, the

localization errors were smaller at the ITEind_Entr and BTE

locations as compared to the full bandwidth. As demonstrated

by the confusion matrices (second row compared to first row),

this does not originate from better localization abilities with

the restricted bandwidth. With the low-pass stimuli, subjects

localized most stimuli above the head, with only little depen-

dence on the microphone location. Only because the presented

directions did not cover the whole circle and were biased to

incidence from above, the resulting polar quadrant errors were

smaller. Figure 8 also reveals that the increase of errors with

free-field equalized as compared to diffuse-field equalized

HRTFs results from systematically different localization pat-

terns. For the FFeq processing, the majority of stimuli was

localized at the frontal direction or at the rear direction near

the horizontal plane. For the ITEind_Entr location, this means

that the ability to perceive a coarsely correct elevation was

not observed in about half of the subjects’ responses with

free-field equalization. For the BTE microphone, free-field

equalization of the HRTF resulted in perceiving almost all

median plane stimuli in the front.

For the HA1 and HA2 processing schemes, the confu-

sion matrices are very comparable to the DFeq results (1st

row) in the appropriate microphone locations. Localization

with the KEMAR HRTFs led to an almost uniform distribu-

tion of responses, similar to the BTE-DFeq condition.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Influence of the microphone location and
bandwidth: Vertical localization

The location of the microphone alone produced a large

disruption of vertical sound localization. The differences

between locations were not substantially different when a

hearing device delay was present, or when a free-field equal-

ization was applied instead of a diffuse-field equalization.

We conclude that the microphone location is the governing

FIG. 8. (Color online) Confusion matrices in the median plane experiment,

for three microphone conditions (columns) and three processing schemes

(rows). The size of the dots is proportional to the numbers of responses. 0�

indicates frontal, 90� above, and 180� rear sound incidence.
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factor for vertical localization with linear hearing devices in

normal hearing listeners.

Vertical localization depends on spectral directional

cues (Blauert, 1997). The present psychophysical results are

thus well in line with the variation between HRTFs shown in

Fig. 3, and model evaluations in previous studies (Denk

et al., 2018b; Durin et al., 2014). This correspondence con-

firms that computational models are well suited to evaluate

the effect of the microphone location on vertical localization

(Baumgartner et al., 2013). The present data also revealed

much larger differences between microphone locations that

are non-optimal, i.e., between ITE and BTE locations, than

previous studies (Best et al., 2010; Van den Bogaert et al.,
2011). Using the information from a single BTE micro-

phone, virtually all localization metrics were at or near

chance. In other words, almost no vertical sound localization

seems possible based on one BTE microphone. This is well

in line with results from (Best et al., 2010). Contrarily, the

information from an ITE microphone appears to be sufficient

for a reasonable distinction between front and back, and a

coarse judgement of elevation. However, the performance

with ITE microphone locations was subject to large varia-

tions between listeners. The present data also provides evi-

dence that the exact positioning in the ear and the size of the

device can directly impact the vertical localization perfor-

mance, most pronounced for the local polar error, but also

seen for front-back confusions in the differences between

the InsertHP, ITEind, and ITEgen locations. This explana-

tion fits well with the very large between-subject variance

observed in all locations but the reference location, since the

exact fit of these device styles is dependent on the individual

ear. The present data also shows that there is no relevant

difference between two microphones included in the same

ITE device with respect to sound localization, which is in

line with a previous model evaluation utilizing the same data

(Denk et al., 2018b).

When the bandwidth was restricted to 8 kHz, the differ-

ences between microphone locations declined, but the trends

mostly persisted. Moreover, the confusion matrices also

showed that reduced polar quadrant errors for the low-pass

condition (e.g., BTE) did not actually result from improved

localization abilities, but are an artefact of the evaluation.

Generally, the present results show that a restricted band-

width is detrimental especially for good microphone loca-

tions and has no positive impact for others.

B. Influence of the microphone location: Lateral
localization

The microphone location alone also had an impact on

lateral localization. This aspect of localization is thought to

be governed by interaural rather than monaural spectral

cues. The impact of the microphone location on the ITD

(shown in Fig. 4 for ITEind_Entr and BTE) was rather small

at all assessed frequencies. The impact on the ILD was larger

both in single auditory frequency bands as well for the whole

audio bandwidth. Roughly, it can be stated that normal ITDs

but distorted ILDs were available to the listeners in the DFeq

conditions. Since ITD cues are thought to override

conflicting ILD (Macpherson and Middlebrooks, 2002;

Wightman and Kistler, 1992), we had expected no influence

of the microphone location on the lateral error.

However, the results show that a non-optimal micro-

phone location alone impairs lateral sound localization.

While the differences did not reach significance in the pre-

sent evaluation, clear trends were noted. Specifically, with

the BTE and ITEgen microphone locations, the performance

in lateral localization was as poor as when listening through

a KEMAR. This impairment due to the microphone location

results from biased spectral directional cues only and thus

probably reflects a reduced spatial fidelity and increased

localization blur. Previous studies using hearing-impaired

listeners wearing hearing aids (Best et al., 2010; Van den

Bogaert et al., 2011) or normal-hearing listeners wearing

electronic hearing protectors (Brungart et al., 2003, 2007)

found no or a minor influence of the microphone location on

lateral localization. In those studies, these rather subtle errors

were probably overwhelmed by more prominent errors

related to the devices like bandwidth limitations or nonli-

nearities, or effects of hearing impairment (Byrne and

Noble, 1998).

As for vertical localization, microphone positioning in

the ear leads to poorer performance than with an optimal

location, but to better performance than with a BTE micro-

phone. Small differences are again apparent between the

individual ITE microphone locations; mostly showing that

the localization errors increase when the microphone sticks

out of the ear (as in the ITEgen).

We want to note again that this condition includes no

vent, i.e., no acoustic leakage component that might contain

unbiased directional information is present. The influence of

a vent is discussed in Sec. IV D.

C. Free- versus diffuse-field equalization and implica-
tions for directional microphones

Diffuse- and free-field equalization produced no consid-

erably different results for lateral localization, but large

differences for vertical localization. The application of free-

field equalization (for the ITEind and BTE microphone loca-

tion) made it almost impossible for the subjects to perceive

sounds to be displaced from the horizontal plane (Fig. 8).

While for the ITEind_Entr location, this resulted in an

impairment of elevation judgements as compared to diffuse-

field equalization, for the BTE it resulted in a perception of

most stimuli from the front, rather than a very random locali-

zation pattern as observed with diffuse-field equalization.

The large impact is rather surprising, given that the only dif-

ference between the conditions is a constant spectral offset,

namely, a notch between 4 and 10 kHz that is typical for

frontal incidence (cf., Denk et al., 2018a).

The results show that the overall frequency response

characteristics of a hearing device have an influence sound

localization. Diffuse-field equalization of the hearing device

microphone leads to better localization performance than

free-field equalization. Whereas diffuse-field equalization

seems to better allow utilizing the residual spectral direc-

tional cues captured by the device microphone, free-field
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very effectively “drags” the apparent location of a source

towards the front and, more importantly, towards the hori-

zontal plane in general.

If more than one microphone is available, many hearing

devices include directional microphones for noise reduction

purposes (Doclo et al., 2015). Generally, directional micro-

phones can provide a benefit for localization, mostly front-

to-back confusions (Van den Bogaert et al., 2011), even if

the generated cues are not necessarily consistent with natural

spectral cues. The results for the effect of the microphone

location demonstrate that directional microphones should be

designed to not additionally disrupt spectral directional cues.

Directional microphones could also be designed to restore

parts of the pinna cues that are not captured by the device

microphones (Schinkel-Bielefeld et al., 2018), which is

equivalent to a direction-dependent free-field equalization.

The present results demonstrate the potential positive impact

of such approaches on sound localization and provide start-

ing points for further refinements.

D. Influence of a vent and delayed hearing device
output

The influence of a vent and processing delays generally

showed no large effect on the vertical plane localization

performance. Apparently, the spectral ripple created by the

delay did not significantly bias the relevant spectral direc-

tional cues. In particular, the greatest importance of these

cues is above 4 kHz (King and Oldfield, 1997), where the

ripple declined in the present data. Also, the lower spectral

resolution of the auditory system with increasing frequency

reduces the perceived spectral distortions. Nevertheless,

small increments in vertical localization errors were noted

between the equalized hearing device HRTF and the delay

condition. Given that this increment was smaller for front-

back confusions and polar quadrant errors than for local

polar errors, an increased apparent source width would be a

suitable model to explain the impact of the hearing device

delay on vertical sound localization.

For lateral localization, the impact of the vent and hearing

device delay was larger. That is, the lateral error increased in

HA conditions as compared to the DFeq condition, for each

microphone location. This indicates that the disturbing effect

of a delay is approximately additive to the effect of the micro-

phone location. Also, there is a trend that the lateral errors

were larger when using the filter design from HA2, i.e., pro-

ducing a larger frequency region where leakage and hearing

device output overlap. In the present results, the leakage com-

ponent that directly enters the ear canal and carries unbiased

directional cues in the low-frequency regime did not improve

lateral sound localization, although improving sound localiza-

tion is one of the many motivations behind using a vent or

even open-fit devices (Akeroyd and Whitmer, 2016; Noble

et al., 1998). The detrimental influence of a vent in the current

data can probably be explained by the disturbing effect of the

superposition with the delayed hearing device output. The

potentially beneficial effects of a vent might better come into

effect when spectral overlap between the leakage and the

hearing device output is avoided, or the cut-off frequency of

the leakage component is increased.

Considering these results and also the evaluation of

interaural cues from Fig. 4 (processing contains delays

included in ECEbl-HA2), we assume that the impairment of

lateral sound localization due to the delayed hearing device

output originates from fluctuations of the ITD. Such uncer-

tainties have been identified as a contributor to increased

source widths (K€asbach et al., 2014), and increased source

widths have been observed when listening through hearing

devices (Cubick et al., 2018). The effects on lateral localiza-

tion were slightly reduced by minimizing the comb-filtering

effects using a suitable output filter design (Denk et al.,
2018d), which largely eliminated the low-frequency output

of the device in the frequency region of overlap with the

direct sound component and thus reduced ITD distortions

(see Fig. 3, bottommost curves). It is hard to assess to what

extent the precedence effect plays a role in suppressing the

perceptual effects of the delayed hearing device output,

given that the spatial location of both signal components is

equal, unlike in most studies on the effect of an echo (Brown

et al., 2015).

E. Evaluation using dummy head HRTFs

When stimuli based on measurements on a KEMAR

were utilized, the obtained localization results changed. More

importantly, the variation was different between microphone

locations, and also between error metrics. In all cases, the dif-

ferences between the microphone locations were smaller with

the KEMAR data than in the individual evaluation. Also, the

performance for each microphone location was worse with

the KEMAR, except when it was already at chance with the

individual HRTFs (e.g., front-back confusions with the

BTE). For the lateral error, the ordering of microphone loca-

tions was changed between the individual and KEMAR data.

In summary, the data show that a mannequin generally is not

suitable as a basis for a psychophysical assessment of locali-

zation performance with hearing devices.

Utilizing a different dummy head than the KEMAR is

not expected to change or even improve this result. Among

commercially available dummy heads, the KEMAR HRTFs

produced model localization predictions that were most con-

sistent with individual HRTFs (Denk et al., 2018b). The

inconsistency between the present results with dummy head

and individual HRTFs is probably caused by a different bias

originating from the non-optimal microphone location in dif-

ferent ears, and a superposition with the localization deficits

when listening through a non-familiar HRTF.

V. CONCLUSIONS

For normal hearing subjects listening through linear

hearing devices without directional microphones, and when

no dynamic binaural cues are available, the following con-

clusions are drawn:

(i) The microphone location is the governing factor for

sound localization abilities. A non-optimum micro-

phone location disrupts sound localization in the
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vertical domain, and reduces the accuracy in lateral

localization. Microphones located inside the cavum

conchae generally lead to better localization results

than BTE microphones or microphones of ITE devi-

ces that stick out of the pinna. However, localization

performance is decreased as compared to micro-

phones located in the ear canal.

(ii) A bandwidth beyond 8 kHz is a key factor to full

localization fidelity, independent of the microphone

location.

(iii) A processing delay of 6 ms that is synchronous

between the ears, together with a vent that allows

low-frequency sound to directly leak into the ear

canal, has little to no influence on sound localization

in the vertical domain. Such delay artefacts led to a

trend towards a negative effect on lateral localization;

however, it did not reach significance in the present

experiment. Reducing the delay artefacts by appropri-

ate filtering of the hearing device output did not affect

localization performance as compared to the baseline

processing.

(iv) Sound localization is not independent of the fre-

quency response characteristics of the hearing device.

To optimally exploit spectral cues captured by the

microphone and improve localization performance,

the frequency response of hearing devices should be

equalized to the diffuse rather than to the free-field

response of the open ear.

(v) Dummy head recordings are unsuitable for evaluating

the impact of hearing devices on individual localiza-

tion performance in psychophysical experiments.
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